Open Lunar Foundation & Celestial Commons invite you to attend…
“Moon Matters” - A briefing on developments in space and lunar policy.
WHY
From the 1st to the 10th of June, the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space
(UNCOPUOS) is holding their 65th annual general session. A major topic for the international
community is space resources. With both bilateral and multilateral discussions happening outside
of COPUOS and a return to the Moon on the horizon, the topic is extremely timely and of critical
importance. Developments now will ripple out to impact billions of people in the decades ahead.
Yet while the public presentation of space issues typically revolves around science, tech and the
exploits of the fabulously wealthy, the geopolitics of current affairs in space and its impact on the
public remains underreported. It’s time to express these issues in ways which give voice to the
public and decision makers, while stimulating discussion and international collaboration.
We hope you’ll join us, to learn more about what’s going on and how to bring it to public attention.
WHEN
Wednesday June 8th (9am PDT, 12pm EDT, 6pm CET)
Meeting for 1 hour on Zoom.
EVENT PLAN
1. Chelsea Robinson, COO of Open Lunar Foundation and Daniel Mackisack from Celestial
Commons conduct welcome and overview
2. “Why the Moon?” - An introduction to the work of Open Lunar Foundation (Open Lunar)
3. A summary of developments in lunar policy and space law, with a more detailed look at
space resources (Open Lunar)
4. Key Narratives - How to help bring attention to public interest space stories (Celestial
Commons)
5. Q&A and discussion
OUTCOMES
1. Build a strong background understanding of the dynamics at play
in the space policy sector internationally.
2. Access world leading insights on current events for Space policy
law, especially space resources.
3. Build relationship with a key commentating org on these issues:
Open Lunar Foundation
CONTACT
Chelsea Robinson: chelsea@openlunar.org
Dan Mackisack: daniel@celestialcommons.org

